Abstract. Let c0 be the nonstandard hull of the Banach space c0 formed with respect to an K, -saturated extension. Then c0 is not isometrically isomorphic to any hyperfinite-dimensional subspace of c0 and hence not to any hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space. This gives a negative answer to the question posed by Ward Henson: "Does every Banach space have a nonstandard hull which is isometrically isomorphic to a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space?" As a consequence of the result, no ultrapower of c0 is isometrically isomorphic to an ultraproduct of finite-dimensional Banach spaces.
1. Introduction. Let F be a real Banach space considered as an element of a set-theoretical structure 9H and let F be the nonstandard hull of F with respect to an N, -saturated extension *CD1L. In particular F may be an ultrapower of F. Ward Henson showed that the following statements are equivalent [4] .
(a) E has a nonstandard hull which is isometrically isomorphic to a hyperfinitedimensional Banach space.
(b) E has an ultrapower which is isometrically isomorphic to an ultraproduct of finite-dimensional Banach spaces.
(c) For every positive bounded sentence a which is true in F and each positive integer m, there is a finite-dimensional Banach space in which o* is true.
In addition he showed in [3] and [4] that each of the Banach spaces lp, 1 < p < oo, has a nonstandard hull which is isometrically isomorphic to a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space and asked whether this was true for every Banach space. The main result in this paper is that the sequence space c0 does not have a nonstandard hull isometrically isomorphic to a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space. (The argument given here is for the space of real sequences, but a slight variation extends the result to the complex case.) The author wishes to thank Ward Henson and the referee for many helpful suggestions.
2. Preliminaries. Recall that the nonstandard hull of a Banach space F is the vector space quotient E of fin(*F) = [p E *E: *\\p\\ is finite} by p(0) = {/? G *E: *\\p\\ is infinitesimal}. If it is the canonical quotient map of fin(*F) onto F, then the norm on E is given by ||w(/>)|| = st(*||/>||) where st is the standard part map. Since ""Dit is N,-saturated, F is a Banach space in which F may be embedded by the identification of tr(*x) with x for all x in F.
Let ^F be the family of all finite-dimensional Banach spaces in 91L. If W is an element of *3r, then the vector space quotient W of fvalW) = [p G W: *||/»|| is finite} by /%(0) = {p G W: *||p|| is infinitesimal} is again a Banach space under the norm ||ir(/>)|| = st(*||p||), where it now denotes the quotient map of finiW) onto W. Such a Banach space is called a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space. For basic information on nonstandard hulls and details of the nonstandard extension the reader is referred to [5] . For a good summary of work in ultrapowers and ultraproducts the reader is referred to [2] .
Let L be a first order language whose nonlogical symbols are a binary function symbol +, two unary predicate symbols P and Q and for each rational number r a unary function symbol/.-Each real Banach space is regarded as an L-structure by taking +E to be addition on E, by setting PE = (x: ||x|| < 1} and QE = {x: ||jc|| > 1} and by taking if)E to be the operation of scalar multiplication by r for each rational number r. A term t in L may be considered as an expression of the form rxxx + r2x2 + • • • + rnxn where rx, r2, . . . , r" are rational and x" x2,. . . , x" are variables. Then the interpretations in a Banach space E of the atomic formulas 3. Examples. The property of c0 which is fundamental in proving our main result is that for each x of norm 1 there is a y of norm 1 such that both x + y and x -y have norm 1. Certainly no finite-dimensional Banach space satisfies this. Moreover this condition is easily formulated as a positive bounded sentence o. Thus using the equivalence of (a) and (c) above, one approach to the main result would be to find an integer « such that a"+ is false in every finite-dimensional space. However this cannot be done; for each « there is a finite-dimensional space F" such that for each x of norm 1 in Fn there exists ay of norm 1 in Fn such that both ||x + y|| and ||x -y|| lie between 1 -1/« and 1 + 1/n.
To construct such spaces let « be fixed and let {fy. (ii) for each finite sequence e,, e2, . . . , e"+1 of +1, -1 there is a k such that fjik)=ej-l/n for all/.
Let F" = span{/"/2, ...,/"+,} in c0. So if / is in F" with ||/|| = 1, then / = 2JI1, Cjfj where |ç,| < 1 for all/. Also |c,| > 1/« for at most « of the/'s, since there exists k such that fik) = (1/«)2"_J |c,|. Pick/0 so that |cj < 1/«. For/ + 4, 1 -1/« < 1 -|cj < \(f + ff)U0)\ < 1 + \cJo\ < 1 + l/n. If A: */", then |(/ + 4XA:)| < \fik)\ + 1/« < 1 + 1/«. Hence 1 -1/« < \\f + fj < I + l/n and similarly 1 -l/n < ||/ -fJo\\ < 1 + 1/«.
Note that these examples give rise to a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space IV E c0 which satisfies the condition a above. In particular the unit ball of W has no extreme points. Namely take W to be *Fa where w is an infinite integer. Hence to prove the main result we must use more information about c0. In the argument below the lattice structure of c0 plays a crucial role.
Proof of theorem.
Theorem. The nonstandard hull c0 of c0 is not isometrically isomorphic to any hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space.
Since c0 is a Banach lattice, c0 is also a Banach lattice under the natural extension of the order [1] . Indeed c0 may be considered as a closed sublattice of lx(*Ny To see this recall that *c0 consists of all internal functions/) from *N to *R such that for every 0 < r in *R there exists « in *N such that \p(k)\ < r for all k > n. In particular for some kQ in *N, \\p\\ = \p(k¿)\ = max{\p(k)\: k E *N}. The element/» is in fin(*c0) if and only if this maximum is finite and/? is in p(0) if and only if this maximum is infinitesimal. Thus if p and q are in fin(*c¿), then w(p) = ir(q) exactly when st(p(k)) = st(q(k)) for all k in *N. It follows that each element ir(p) of c0 can be considered as an element of /«,(*#) by setting ir(p)(k) = st(p(k)) for k in*N. Clearly the norm on ir(p) is the same as the norm in lm(*N). Indeed under this identification, c0 is just the closed span of the characteristic functions of ""-finite sets. In the following the letters/», q, etc. represent elements of *c0 so that p(k) and q(k) are elements of *R, while x, y, etc. represent elements of c0 so that x(k) and.y(A:) are standard real numbers.
Recall that a nonzero element a of a Banach lattice L is called an atom if for each u in L with 0 < u < \a\ there exists a real number 9 such that u = 9a. It is easy to see that the atoms of c0 are simply nonzero multiples of the characteristic functions of singleton sets in *N. Assume u G c0, \\u\\ = 1 and u is not an atom. Then for some k0 in *N, \uik0)\ = 1 and 6 = max{|«(A:)|: k ¥^k0) > 0. Let x = uik¿)X(ko) and y = u -x. Then ||x|| = 1, 0 < ||y|| = 9 < 1, x + y = u, and ||x + (l/0)y|| = ||x -(l/0)y|| = 1. Now assume that c0 is isometrically isomorphic to a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space W. Since every finite-dimensional space can be isometrically embedded in ¡x and by local reflexivity lK is finitely representable in Cq, we may assume that If is a *-finite-dimensional subspace of *c0. We endow W with the lattice ordering generated by the isometry, so we may consider atoms of W, etc. In the following this is the ordering we consider on W and not the ordering W inherits as a subspace of c0. Definition 1. For « in *N define q G IF to be a l/n-atom if (i) IMI = 1 and (ii) for 1 < «t < « there do not existp,,p2 in If such that \\px\\ = 1, 1/w < ||p2|| < 1, \\Px +P2-o\\ < l/(3m), 1 -l/(3m) < \\px -(l/||/>2||)p2|| < 1 + l/(3«i) and 1 -l/(3m) < \\Px + (1/||/»2||)/»2|| < 1 + l/(3m).
Note that the definition of l/«-atom is internal. Lemma 2. If e is an atom of W of norm 1, « is a standard positive integer and q G W with \\q\\ = 1 and ir(q) = e, then q is a l/n-atom.
Proof of Lemma 2. We have assumed ||<7|| = 1. Suppose for some standard m there exist p, andp2 satisfying the conditions of (ii) of Definition 1.
For some k0 in *N, \q(k0)\ = 1. Now since ||'J"(/'i)|| = 1, there exists an atom e' in W of norm 1 such that \\Pe'(ii(px))\\ = 1. (Here Pe, is the natural projection of W onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by e'. If $ is the isometry of c0 onto W and ®(X{j}) ~ e\ then the corresponding projection in c0 sends x to x(J)xyy) Suppose e±e', i.e. e and e' are the images under 4> of functions with distinct one-point supports. Let Peiiripx)) = se' and P^iirip^) = te'. Since Peie) = Pei^il)) = °> »t follows that \\se' + te'\\ < l/(3m) and so \s + t\ < l/(3m). Since |j| = 1, we have that 5 and / have opposite signs, |f| > 1 -l/(3«t) and \s -t\ > 2 -1/(3ot) > 2 -I/(2m). Hence, with st the standard part operation, we have sth -O/WDftl > I* -(l/st||p2||)| >\s-t\> 2-1/ (2m) > 1 + 1/ (3m) which is a contradiction. So HT^p,))!! = l and \\Pei-"iPi))\\ < l/(3m). Since \\p2\\ > l/m it follows that ||7r(p2)|| > l/m. Thus for some atom e" of norm 1 which is orthogonal to e, \\<Pi)\\ = \\PA<P2))\\ > V"* and therefore \\PA"(PÙ)\\ > 2/(3m). Then for some choice of sign ß \\Pe~i<PÙ) + (ß/WP2)\\)PA"(P2))\\ > 1 + 2/(3m).
It follows that \\px + (i8/||w(p2)||)p2|| > a where a is standard with 1 + l/(3m) < a < 1 + l/(2m). Since st||p2|| > 0, we have ß/\\P2\\ =1 ß/HPM and ||/», + (0/||/,2||)/»2|| > 1 + 1/ (3m) which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3. If q E W is a l/n-atom for some infinite integer «, then tr(q) is a norm-1 atom of W.
Proof of Lemma 3. Assume to the contrary that tt(q) is not a norm-1 atom. Then by Lemma 1 there exist x,y in W so that x + y = tr(q), \\x\\ = 1, 0 < ||.y|| < 1, ||x + (1/IMIM = ||x -(l/||^||)7ll -1. Pick a standard m such that \\y\\ > I//«. Now pick />" p2 E W such that ||p,|| = 1, \\p2\\ = ¡|_vj|, ir(px) = x and *(p2)=y. Then \\Px + p2 -q\\ < l/(3m), 1 -l/(3m) < \\px + (1/||/>2||)/»2|| < 1 + l/(3m), 1 -l/(3m) < \\px -(1/||/>2||)/»2|| < 1 + l/(3m) which contradicts the definition of l/«-atom since \\p2\\ > l/m and m < «. Definition 2.lfnE*N and S is an internal set of 1/«-atoms, then S is said to be acceptable if (i)p E S implies -pES and (h)px,p2 E S with/», ^/»2 implies 11/», -p2\\ > 1/2.
Note that if/» is a l/«-atom then -/»is also a l/n-atom. Further note that the definition of acceptable is internal. Since W is a *-finite-dimensional space, there exists r in*N such that if U is an internal subset of the unit ball of W with the property that for every distinct pair ux, u2 in U, ||k, -u¿\\ > 1/2, then the ♦-cardinality of U is less than r. In particular every acceptable set of 1/«-atoms (for any «) has *-cardinality less than r. Now let « be a finite integer and let Sn be an acceptable set of 1/«-atoms of maximal '-cardinality. . Hence oiw) = {kx, k2, . . ., ke). But then we have iriw) in W such that ||7t(h>)|| < 1 and for every x of norm 1 in W, either ||ir(w) + x|| > 7/4 or ||7r(w) -x|| > 7/4, which is a contradiction. Thus there is no isometry of c0 onto a hyperfinite-dimensional Banach space.
Corollary.
There is a positive bounded sentence o and an integer n such that the approximating sentence o"+ is true in c0 but false in every finite-dimensional Banach space.
The proof of this follows immediately from the Main Theorem and the results of [4] cited in the Introduction. Note that no explicit a has been obtained.
It remains an open question whether for various other spaces E (e.g., 7J[0, 1] or
